An E-mail Directory for Leibniz Society Members: — An attempt has been made to compile a directory of Leibniz Society members with E-mail addresses. The (modest) list is given below. There is no claim to comprehensiveness, and accuracy may be less than perfect, with several addresses having been received second-hand. If you are interested in being added to the list, or wish to make corrections to the present listing, please send the relevant information to Mark Kulstad at either of the two addresses findable below (E-mail or U.S. Postal Service).
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A Latin American Leibniz Society: — Ezequiel de Olaso sent the following news, some time ago now, on the recently-formed Leibniz society, the Sociedad Latinoamericana Leibniz.

"In November of 1989, on the occasion of the international conference in Buenos Aires, 'Leibniz and Ortega on Principles', several Latin American scholars brought together there agreed on the founding of the Sociedad Latinoamericana Leibniz. They also agreed that until such time as there had been appropriate growth, the SLL will be directed by Ezequiel de Olaso (Argentina), President; with Francisco Miró Quesada (Peru), Alejandro Herrera (Mexico), and José R. Silva (Puerto Rico), as Members of the Board.

"The SLL maintains ties with the G.W.-Leibniz-Gesellschaft e.V. Hannover, the Leibniz Society of North America, the Sociedad Española Leibniz, and the Israel Leibniz Association, and aspires to widen its links with similar institutions. . . .

"This first circular is intended to offer initial information and to request that those interested in the Society send information on themselves to be able to associate themselves, without cost, to the SLL. We ask that correspondence be addressed to Ezequiel de Olaso / Casilla de Correo 4647 / 1000 Correo Central / Buenos Aires / Argentina."